
Web TV: LET'S GET LAID

Written by Dave Howard

Remember that show about Carrie, Charlotte, Miranda and their Mom? 

"Let's Get Laid ," a webseries launching February 17, is not your standard pre-menopausual
sex comedy. The series centers around Melissa and Jenn , two entertainment assistants, who
are klutzing their way through the Los Angeles dating scene; the land of ridiculously high
expectations.  Unlike their New York matriarch counterparts, the duo is broke (one still lives with
her folks) and are looking for Mr. Right Now rather than Mr. Right.

      

An antidote to the douchiness of "Entourage," and the excess of "City," you root for these two
neophytes in their freshman year of the real world. Why? Unlike their pay-tv counterparts, these
two have to fight for what they want. Nothing is handed to them. The only home furnishing
between the two of them if an oft watered house plant that doubles as a pet.  

In it's boldness, "Let's Get Laid" doesn't shy away from the bigotries that are a large part of
entertainment industry and its employees. At the top of their dating hierarchy are European
fancy boys and BBCs (big, black cocks). The lower rung is made of up Koreatownies and
Texans. 

Melissa Hunter and Jenn Kron , entertainment assistants themselves, wrote, produced and
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raised the cash for the show. In most circumstances, web tv makers go with the cliched, reality
format as way to save money and hide their lack of technical talent. The two have decided to go
against the grain and have put together polished, pro look.

  

Until the show premieres, you can see some VERY funny additional scenes on their You Tube
Channel.

Definitely worth checking out, go "Get Laid!"
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